
Ocean Innovators Challenge
Judging Rubric

Did not complete
the lesson or

failed to answer
questions.

Completed the
lesson but
provided

incomplete or
irrelevant
answers to
questions.

Completed the
lesson and
provided

satisfactory
answers to
questions.

Completed the
lesson and
provided

comprehensive
answers to
questions.

Completed the
lesson and
provided

insightful and
thorough answers

to questions.

Displays limited
understanding;

key concepts are
missing or
incorrect.

Shows basic
understanding
with some key

concepts
identified but
lacks depth. 

Demonstrates
clear

understanding;
key concepts are

correctly
identified and

explained.

Exhibits thorough
understanding;

key concepts are
well-explained
with examples.

Shows
exceptional

understanding;
key concepts are
deeply explored
with insightful
explanations.

Criteria Basic
1 Point

Fair
2 Points

Good
3 Points

Very Good
4 Points

Excellent
5 Points

Completion of
Expedition:

Learn! Lesson

Understanding
of the Problem
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Solution lacks
originality; ideas
are predictable. 

Solution has
some creative

elements but is
limited in

originality.

Solution
demonstrates
creativity with

moderate
innovation. 

Solution is highly
creative with

significant
innovation. 

Solution is
exceptionally
creative and
innovative,

showing
outstanding
originality.

Solution is
impractical or

infeasible;
potential impact

is minimal or
unclear.

Solution has
limited

practicality and
feasibility;

potential impact
is modest.

Solution is
practical and

feasible with a
moderate

potential impact. 

Solution is highly
practical and

feasible with a
significant

potential impact.

Shows
exceptional

research and
deep reflection

with
comprehensive

responses. 

Criteria Basic
1 Point

Fair
2 Points

Good
3 Points

Very Good
4 Points

Excellent
5 Points

Creativity 
& 

Innovation

Feasibility 
& 

Impact

Presentation is
unclear and

poorly organised;
communication is

ineffective

Presentation is
somewhat clear

but lacks
organisation;

communication
could be

improved.

Presentation is
clear and

organised;
communication is

effective. 

Presentation is
very clear and

well-organised;
communication is
highly effective. 

Presentation is
exceptionally

clear and
excellently
organised;

communication is
outstandingly

effective. 

Presentation 
&

 Communication

Shows minimal
research and

reflection;
responses lack

depth. 

Demonstrates
some research
and reflection,

but responses are
somewhat
superficial. 

Shows good
research and

thoughtful
reflection with

adequate
responses.

Demonstrates
thorough

research and
insightful

reflection with
detailed

responses.

Shows
exceptional

research and
deep reflection

with
comprehensive

responses. 

Research 
& 

Reflection
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